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sherry is from the original resident evil, claire's girlfriend. sherry is a survivor and she is a member of
the r.p.d. sherry is on the back of jill's bike during the opening scene. sherry is first mentioned when
she is seen with claire during the opening credits, which is before any mention of the main
characters, jill, chris, and ada. she also appears at the beginning of the game in an opening
sequence where claire is talking about her and the other survivors. edit the uroboros virus possesses
the ability to mutate specific hosts. if the host has'superior' dna, the virus will fuse with the host and
endow various beneficial mutations. an incompatible host will instead begin to ooze an ink-like fluid,
and countless leech-like creatures will begin growing within the host, absorbing nearby tissue and
using it to birth even more of these creatures. these leeches will bind to the victim's body, as well as
to other leeches and corpses, eventually creating a huge, monstrous leech-man. the agent was
created from the ne-t virus that had grown and developed inside jill valentine whom albert wesker
captured after a fight between him, her, and chris redfield at spencer's estate. the ne-t virus was not
fully cured from the vaccination that carlos had given jill in raccoon city because the vaccination was
still in development. it had merely stopped the virus from killing her, but after all that time it had
mutated and developed into an entirely new virus which wesker documents in one of the files
located in resident evil 5. edit
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the resident evil 6 game is a bigger and more ambitious game than its predecessors, and its world-
building is impressive. the campaign spans across four chapters and its large and varied

environments are full of detail. the plot is also very well thought out and each of the characters play
a big part in the story. the game still has its fair share of cheesy moments, but theyre more subtle

this time around. despite not being as fun as its other entries, resident evil 6 is still a worthy sequel.
its better for the fact that its not following the standard formula that its predecessors were following,

and it stands on its own. the game is not without its flaws though, and some of the difficulties that
are present in the game make it feel a bit unfinished. some of the backtracking and load times are
also a little tedious, and the game is not as fun as its predecessors. the campaign also feels rather

short in length, despite the fact that it has a lot of content. the resident evil 6 game is filled with a lot
of content, but the fact that it feels rather underwhelming is a shame. the game is a bit more

rewarding than its predecessors, but it still has its problems. some of the game's technical issues are
frustrating and its story can be quite disappointing. the game features a decent cast of characters,

with a lot of interesting plot developments and is just as visually impressive as its predecessors. its a
shame that it doesn't fully deliver. the game features a decent cast of characters, but its story takes

a lot of drastic turns. the pacing is also a little slow and it can be a bit annoying to have to run
around the game world constantly looking for keys or other items. the resident evil 6 story is also a
bit disappointing. a large part of the game is spent trying to figure out the mysteries of the g-virus,

which isn't as interesting as it could have been. the characters that are featured in the game are also
a little underwhelming. 5ec8ef588b
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